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(From left) Shayma Ameen, Nejoud Al-Yagout and Shurooq Amin

(From left) Sakina Makki, Nejoud Al-Yagout and Al-Anoud Al-Sharekh.

Nejoud Al-Yagout and her mother Badriya Boudai

Nejoud Al-Yagout hosts book signing
By Athoob Al-Shuaibi

F

rom the Dar Hamad restaurant, Poet
Nejoud Al-Yagout launched her second collection of books last Monday.
The book signing event was attended by a
group of public figures and her fans, in addition to family members and friends. “I just

Nejoud signs a copy of her book.

published a book called ‘Awake of The
Game of Pretending,’” she said. “It is my second collection of poetry. This book deals
with a spiritual journey chronicled in six
chapters. Awakening, Dark Night of The
Soul, The Matrix, Realm Love, Form of
Expression, and finally, It Culminates Under
The Divine. So, Everything goes back to the

source”. She added that she was very lucky
that she got to hold the book signing at Dar
Hamad. “It is a new restaurant and this
event is planned by the November
Company,” she explained.
Nejoud Al-Yagout is a Kuwaiti poet. The
talented author is also an Honorary Life
Member of ALL Ladies League (ALL) and is

the State Committee Chairperson in Kuwait
for Literature.
The poet took some photographs with
her fans and the invitees in a very friendly
and casual party. In attendance was her
mother Badria Budai, who came to support
her daughter’s promising poetry journey.
You can get her collection of poetry on the

Nejoud Al-Yagout’s poetry collection

internet via Amazon, as well as Barnes and
Noble. They are available in both printed
form and ebooks for Kindle, iBooks, Nook
and Kobo and Google Play. Visit Nejoud AlYagout website
http://www.nejoudalyagout.com for more
information.

Farah Khajah, a fan of the poet, reads a copy of her newest book.

Two AUK Students Receive Xerox Academic Scholarship

X

erox awarded two students from the
American University of Kuwait (AUK)
with the Xerox Scholarship Award, a
new initiative launched by the company this
year as part of Xerox’s corporate social activities program. Darin Kabkaoui and Omar
Raad, Computer Engineering students at
AUK, were selected from a pool of students
who fulfilled the criteria required to be eligi-

ble for the scholarships and received the
scholarships based on their excellent academic performance.
AUK President, Professor Nizar Hamzeh,
was joined by AUK’s Chief Information
Officer, Rusty Bruns, and Xerox General
Manager, Ayman Mattar, as well as other
representatives from Xerox, at a ceremony
held in AUK to officially present the scholar-

Another group photo with the students.

(Left to right) AUK President, Professor Nizar Hamzeh; the scholarship student Darin
Kabkaoui; Ayman Mattar; and Rusty Bruns

ships to the recipients.
“As the private sector is an essential partner of student education, I would like to
take this opportunity to thank Xerox Kuwait
for contributing to our Scholarship and
Financial Aid Program. Darin and Omar are
distinguished by their excellent scholastic
records and hard work and worthy of wining the Xerox Academic Scholarship,”

expressed Professor Hamzeh.
While presenting the students with the
scholarships, Mattar explained why Xerox
Scholarship Award program is an important
initiative. “Education is an investment that
never fails. Xerox is proud to be part of a
program that helps the students of today
become the leaders of tomorrow,” he said.
The Xerox Scholarship Award is awarded

to students who have completed a minimum of 30 credit hours in any of the
Engineering, Computer Science, or
Information System majors at AUK while
maintaining a minimum of a 3.0 GPA. AUK
evaluates and selects the scholarship recipients.

A group photo with the students.

The Scholarship students, Darin Kabkaoui and Omar Raad

(Left to right) AUK President, Professor Nizar Hamzeh; the scholarship student Omar Raad; Ayman Mattar; and Rusty Bruns

